Dryvit’s Prefabricated Features are an innovative range of mouldings that enable architects and specifiers to transform the exterior façades of new build and renovation projects.

The mouldings use the same composite construction as the company’s successful Outsulation® exterior insulation and finishing system (EIFS).

Traditional features include cornices, pilasters and corbels with a more contemporary range available to suit your desired look. We can also produce special designs and shapes customised for specific needs.

Dryvit’s Prefabricated Features take their place as a viable and cost-effective method of reproducing either the look of traditional buildings on the most modern of developments or transforming a façade into a contemporary work of art.

**BENEFITS**

- **Design freedom.** The prefabricated features can be installed over a variety of substrates. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) core is lightweight and can be cut into virtually any shape or style with endless possibilities. Range of standard features with custom profile service available.
- **Quality.** The advantage of Dryvit Prefabricated Features stems from the unique production process whereby the mouldings are designed, pre-cut and pre-coated in a controlled factory environment, guaranteeing quality.
- **Fast track.** Prefabricating the mouldings dramatically reduces the time associated with the labour intensive manufacture of site formed EIFS features. The lightweight nature of the profiles and simple fixing methods ensure that the features are quick to install compared to alternatives such as stone, GRP, powder coated aluminium or site formed EIFS shapes.
- **Weatherability.** Dryvit finishes are formulated to provide the utmost in weather protection providing a resilient barrier against the elements.
- **Durability.** The combination of components provide unsurpassed long-term durability meeting design requirements for use in virtually any location.
- **Aesthetics.** Dryvit Prefabricated features can transform a buildings façade adding to it’s appeal and value. Also the Dryvit finishes used to coat the features are available in a wide array of textures in both standard and custom colours. Our speciality finishes enable designers to replicate a variety of real stone finishes from limestone to granite at a fraction of the cost.
- **Cost effective.** On account of the savings in installation and versatility of manufacture, no matter how simple or complex moulding shape, Dryvit Prefabricated Features are more cost effective than alternatives such as stone, GRP or powder coated aluminium.
SUBSTRATE TYPES

There are many construction materials, which can be utilised as effective substrates and common substrates include exterior insulation and finishing systems (EIFS), Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF), concrete, blockwork, brick and render.

For guidance on substrate tolerance and the correct fixing method to withstand thermal stresses and wind pressures (including suction) to satisfy BS 6399: Part 2 please consult Dryvit UK Ltd.

APPLICATION

Application of the features are carried out by Specialist Installers employing operatives who have been trained in the use of Dryvit materials. In addition Dryvit are committed to providing on site support to their network of Specialist Installers when called upon.

Details of recommended Specialist Installers are available from Dryvit UK Ltd.

STANDARD & CUSTOM FEATURE PROFILES:

Standard profile brochures are available from Dryvit UK Ltd. on 01462 819555 or can be downloaded from www.dryvit.co.uk. Where custom profiles are required please contact Dryvit UK Ltd.

FINISHES

Dryvit 100% acrylic finishes contain quartz aggregates of various sizes and use Dirt Pickup Resistant (DPR) and Proven Mildew Resistance (PMRTM) chemistry, ensuring the highest standard of fade resistance and ensuring low maintenance.

The standard finish range is available in five different textures with over 360 chart colours to select from. If your desired colour is not available from our standard finish range then we have a colour matching service that will be sure to satisfy your requirements. Even the look of natural stone, granite and brick is possible from our range of speciality finishes.

STANDARD TEXTURE RANGE

CUSTOM BRICK™  LYMESTONE™  TERRANEO®

WARRANTY

- Standard 10 Year “Dryvit Warranty” available on all projects upon written request.
- 10 Year third party insurance backed warranties covering materials and installation – extended periods available.
- ‘Back to Back’ warranties available on request from partnering material suppliers and installers.

For more information on warranties please contact Dryvit UK Ltd. Or visit our web site www.dryvit.co.uk.